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As stock prices turned volatile this year, some investors are looking for high
returns in other places. Cryptocurrency and other “investments” are among
those being considered. Is this a good idea?

Investments

Most investors think of a traditional portfolio of stocks and bonds when considering investing their
hard-earned money. This type of investment has a long history that can be referenced giving investors an
expectation of growth for the future. As an example, since 1926, the S&P 500 index has returned a little over
10% annually. Although returns from year to year o�en can vary1, this should give investors an idea of what a
long-term investment in this stock index may return.

At Prato Capital, we feel there should be a purpose to our clientʼs investments and that should be to further
their financial goals, like retirement, house purchase, and college savings, all as part of a Financial Life Plan
(FLP). With the traditional investment portfolio and its long history of returns through many historical
events, a long-term growth rate can be predicted with remarkable accuracy. This makes our clients'
investments a productive part of their FLP and gives them a very good idea what to expect financially in their
future.

Cryptocurrency

We have published several articles on our website about cryptocurrency, including Bitcoin and some of the
other popular choices, see our February 2021 Newsletter, February 2021 Blog, and April 2021 Blog for more
detailed information.

1 “History as a Guide”, September 2021 Newsletter, Prato Capital Management,
https://pratocapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/September-2021-History-as-a-Guide.pdf.

https://pratocapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/February-2021-Bitcoin.pdf
https://pratocapital.com/2021/02/12/revisiting-cryptocurrency-02-12-21/
https://pratocapital.com/2021/04/20/are-cryptocurrencies-really-an-investment/
https://pratocapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/September-2021-History-as-a-Guide.pdf


We wrote about the volatility of Bitcoin in those articles listed above last year. The volatility continues.
Bitcoin reached a high price over $68,000 in November 2021. In just the last 6 months, the price has dropped
to almost $29,000, a drop of 56.6%. It is not just Bitcoin that has fallen. Ethereum is off its November 2021
high price by over 62%. Even the so-called stable coins are anything but stable. Terra, just 2 months ago was
the third largest stable coin, losing over 98% of its value. The headline from Bloomberg news describes this
event perfectly: “A $60 Billion Crypto Collapse Reveals a New Kind of Bank Run.”2

With the volatility we have seen since the start of cryptocurrencies, it is impossible to realistically predict an
expected growth rate for the future. When that is combined with such a short history of returns, it makes
forecasting long-term growth impossible. It can run the range of a complete loss to making millions. Kind of
sounds like the lottery to us, but certainly not an investment.

Other “Investments”

Over the past few years we have written about topics like Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), Special Purpose
Acquisition Companies (SPACs), and Hedge Funds.

NFTs - Since our September 2021 article “Are NFTʼs an investment?”, the prices for NFTs have fallen
dramatically. Less than a year ago the first “tweet” by Twitter founder Jack Dorsey sold as an NFT for over
$2.9 million. It was put up for sale in April 2022 and the top bid was under $280. The pixelated NFT figure
known as Cryptopunk #273 sold for almost $1.03 million in October 2021, and it recently sold for $139,530.
Thatʼs a loss of over 85% in just 7 months.3 An NFT is still just a collectible but now at a more volatile and
lower price.

SPACs - Our March 2021 article “What the SPAC?” described the “blank check” companies as very beneficial
for its initial sponsors but a very bad investment for its shareholders. Some of these sponsors have been well
known sports figures or celebrities, all trying to lure investors with nothing more than star power. Since last
year, the SEC has announced investigations into several SPACs. The financial news channel CNBC maintains
an index tracking the returns of companies a�er coming public by merging with a SPAC. This index, the
CNBC Post SPAC Index, has declined over 62% in one year and 41% this year alone.4 With the history of
returns to investors in SPACs and recent SEC investigations, it is difficult to see how this could be a
productive part of our clients portfolio.

Hedge Funds – Our last article about hedge funds in September 2019, “Let's Talk Hedge Funds & Warren
Buffet” described how hedge funds make themselves appear as all-knowing market participants with a
secret algorithm to provide spectacular gains. But o�en, the truth is much different for their investors.

4. Data from CNBC Post SPAC Index, https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/.SPACpost, May 28, 2022.

3. Handagama, Sandali, “‘Jack Dorsey’s First Tweet’ NFT Went on Sale for $48M. It Ended With a Top Bid of Just $280”, Coindesk,
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/04/13/jack-dorseys-first-tweet-nft-went-on-sale-for-48m-it-ended-with-a-top-bid-of-just-280/, April 16, 2022.

2. Faux, Zeke and Muyao, Shen, “A $60 Billion Crypto Collapse Reveals a New Kind of Bank Run”, Bloomberg Businessweek,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-19/luna-terra-collapse-reveal-crypto-price-volatility, May 19,2022.

https://pratocapital.com/2021/09/20/are-nfts-an-investment/
https://pratocapital.com/2021/03/18/what-the-spac/
https://pratocapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/September-2019-Newsletter-copy-web.pdf
https://pratocapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/September-2019-Newsletter-copy-web.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/.SPACpost
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/04/13/jack-dorseys-first-tweet-nft-went-on-sale-for-48m-it-ended-with-a-top-bid-of-just-280/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-19/luna-terra-collapse-reveal-crypto-price-volatility


Very high fees reduce the returns to less than the S&P 500 and lack of liquidity prevents investors from using
funds if needed. Many positions held by hedge funds are concentrated in several stocks and are highly
leveraged causing not just the occasional spectacular gain but much more common are the spectacular
losses.

Last year, Melvin Capital investors lost 39% and another 20% in the first quarter of 2022. In May 2022, Melvin
Capital announced that it would close and start a new fund. This new fund would reset the benchmarks for
the management team to earn their fees (a 15%-20% performance fee) all with the current investorsʼ
money5. Melvin Capital was not the only hedge fund to have substantial losses recently.

In a letter to its investors, the hedge fund Tiger Global said “Markets have not been cooperative” as they
racked up a loss of 44% in the first quarter of 20226. The hype of hedge funds may sound appealing, but the
reality is the S&P 500 provides better returns over the long-term. We do not see how this could benefit our
clients.

Conclusion

The volatility alone from any of these other types of “investments” should keep investors away, but some
are looking for a way to get rich quick and will o�en ignore the risk. It is unfortunate that many of these
investors do not get rich quick and in fact, donʼt get rich at all.

At Prato Capital Management, we believe a globally diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds will build true
wealth over time. This is an investment. There is an expected long-term growth rate that is supported by
Nobel Prize winning research and almost 100 years of data. This investment provides productive and
predictable growth that, as part of a FLP, helps our clients achieve their financial goals like a comfortable
retirement, purchasing a home, and paying for college expenses.

If it sounds like we are dismissive about investments like cryptocurrency, NFTs, SPACs and hedge funds, we
are. We feel these “investments” are not in the best interest of investors and most importantly our clients.
They are not a productive part of a FLP. They are at best speculative and really should be considered in a
category labeled “gambling.”

“You must never delude yourself into thinking that youʼre investing when youʼre speculating.”

- Benjamin Graham

6. Parmar, Hema, “Tiger Global’s Hedge Fund Posts 15% Monthly Drop, Pushing Year’s Loss to 44%”, Bloomberg,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-03/tiger-global-sinks-15-in-april-to-push-this-year-s-loss-to-44, May 3, 2022.

5. Faber, David, “Embattled hedge fund Melvin Capital weighs unwinding current fund to start new one, sources say”, CNBC,
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/21/melvin-capital-weighs-unwinding-current-fund-to-start-new-one.html, April 21, 2022.
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